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Abstract 

Due to open source policy, Android systems are exposed to a variety of security problems. In particular, 

app reuse attacks are detrimental threat to the Android system security. This is because attacker can create 

core malign components and quickly generate a bunch of malicious apps by reusing these components. 

Hence, it is very imperative to discern whether Android apps contain reused components. To meet this need, 

we propose an Android app reuse analysis technique based on the Sequential Hypothesis Testing. This 

technique quickly makes a decision with a few number of samples whether a set of Android apps is made 

through app reuse. We performed experimental study with 6 malicious app groups, 1 google and 1 

third-party app group such that each group consists of 100 Android apps. Experimental results demonstrate 

that our proposed analysis technique efficiently judges Android app groups with reused components.  
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1. Introduction 

Android applications are widely used in various fields such as games, science, finance, and health etc. 

Although Android applications make it easier for people to perform their tasks in these fields, they have 

various security problems due to the open source policy. In particular, Android app reuse attacks are very 

dangerous in the sense that attacker can generate core malware components and spawn a large number of 

Android malwares by reusing these components, leading to devastating harm on Android ecosystem. To 

protect Android ecosystem from these attacks, it should be able to perceive whether a group of Android 

applications reuses some components.  

To fulfill this need, we propose an app reuse analysis technique based on the sequential hypothesis testing 

(SHT). The SHT is a statistical decision mechanism developed by Wald [15]. It makes a decision with a few 

number of samples while accomplishing low error rates. In our proposed technique, we take a group of 

Android apps and use the SHT to decide whether a group comprises of apps with reused components. More 
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specifically, the SHT treats a sample as the fraction of the equal dex byte portions between two apps 

distinctly and randomly picked up in an app group to the entire dex bytes. The sequential hypothesis testing 

takes a series of samples and it goes toward the acceptance of null (resp. alternate) hypothesis each time the 

sample value is below (resp. above or equal to) a predefined fraction of reused components. Once it accepts 

alternate (resp. null) hypothesis, it decides that Android apps in app group do (resp. not) contain the reused 

portions. In the sense that the SHT requires on an average a few number of samples to reach a decision, the 

SHT-based analysis will quickly and accurately determine app groups containing reused portions when 

compared to calculating the similarity of every pairs of apps in app groups. Additionally, there is no 

limitation on target apps to which our proposed technique is applied. In other words, it can be applied to any 

arbitrary groups of apps regardless of whether apps are already classified as malicious or not. 

We evaluate the performance of our SHT-based analysis by using real Android data set. This data set 

consists of six malicious app groups collected in [1] and one official app group collected from google play 

store and one unofficial app group collected from third-party market. According to the evaluation results, our 

proposed analysis determines the existence of reused sections with at most 5.5 samples on an average in five 

malicious app groups, one google and one third-party app group while it requires on an average 9 samples in 

one malicious app group. Moreover, the evaluation results exhibit that malicious app groups are apt to have 

more reused components than app groups from google and third-party markets.  

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present related work regarding Android app 

reuse. In Section 3, we describe our proposed analysis technique to determine whether a set of Android apps 

contains reused components. In Section 4, we provide the results of experiments through which we evaluate 

our proposed analysis. In Section 5, we make a conclusion the paper. 

 
2. Related Work 

In this section, we present the related work with respect to Android app reuse/repackaging/clone. 

Chen et al. proposed a signature-based detection scheme for app clone attacks [2]. In [3], geometry property 

of dependency graphs is used to discover similar code portions in two apps. In [4], AnDarwin tool is 

developed to find out the similarity of Android apps by using semantic information. DNADroid is proposed 

to calculate the similarity of Android apps by utilizing program dependency graphs in [5]. Gonzalez et al. 

proposed a DroidKin system that utilizes the nature of binary and meta data associated with Android apps to 

detect app similarity [6]. Hanna et al. developed a scalable Juxtapp tool that discerns Android app reuse [7]. 

In [8], ImageStruct system is proposed to check image similarity from Android app repackaging. Kim et al. 

proposed a dynamic detection technique against reused Android apps [9]. In this technique, the app reuse can 

be identified through monitoring the API calls between apps and mobile system. In [10], Kullback-Leibler 

Divergence (KLD) is used to unearth the repackaged Android malwares. Shao et al. leverages core resources 

linked with codes to find out the repackaged Android apps [11]. In [12], runtime user interface information is 

leveraged to hunt out Android app clones. Sun et al. utilizes component-based control flow graph to reveal 

Android code reuse [13]. In [14], layout resources are utilized to discern visually alike apps. In [16], Android 

apps are roughly examined for app clone detection at the first stage and they are explored in detail at the 

second stage. Zhang et al. designed ViewDroid system in which the user interactions between users and apps 

are made use of finding out app reuse [17]. In [18], FSquaDRA was proposed to dig out Android application 

repackaging rooted on the resources files. In [19], AppInk is proposed to uncover Android app repackaging 

with watermarking technique. Zhou et al. developed DroidMOSS system in which a fuzzy hashing method is 

adapted to identify Android app reuse [20]. 
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Although our proposed technique is closely relevant to the aforementioned repackaging/clone/reuse 

detection work in android apps, it is distinct in the target to which the work is applied. Specifically, the 

aforementioned work mainly focus on detection of whether a single app is cloned or not. On the other hand, 

our proposed technique analyzes the existence of the reused components in an arbitrary group of apps. Hence, 

it will be efficient to apply our proposed scheme to explore the reused app group. Moreover, with the aid of 

the SPRT, it does not need to look into the entire app pairs in a group, but a few number of app pairs in order 

to make a decision with regard to the reused app group. 

 
3. App Reuse Analysis using the SHT 

The sequential hypothesis testing (SHT) is deemed to be a statistical decision process in which it could 

accurately makes a decision with a few number of samples [15]. We adapt the SHT to our app reuse analysis 

as follows: Let )1( mEm  denote the fraction of the equal portions between the dex bytes of distinctly and 

randomly selected two apps in a set of apps to the entire dex bytes. If two apps have different size, we 

calculate the equal portions on the basis of the smaller size. We define a Bernoulli random variable 
mF  as 

follows:  

 0mF    if *EEm   

 1mF    if *EEm    

The success probability   of the Bernoulli distribution is given by  

 )0Pr(1)1Pr(  mm FF               (1) 

We have preset thresholds 0 , 1 , and *E  such that 10    and *E  represents the threshold for the 

fraction of app reuse. Based on 0  and 0 , we define null hypothesis 0H  that a set of apps does not 

contain at least 
mE  percentage reused components over the entire codes. We also define alternate 

hypothesis 1H that a set of apps contains at least 
mE  percentage reused components over the entire codes. 

When 0  , 
0H is likely accepted. On the other hand, if 1  , 

1H is likely accepted.  

On the basis of the property of 
0H and 

1H , we describe how the SHT makes a decision regarding app 

reuse from the m observed samples, where 
mF  is treated as a sample. The log-probability ratio on m 

samples 
mG   is given as:  
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We assume that 
mF  is independent and identically distributed. This is reasonable from the perspective that 

mE  is calculated from distinctly and randomly selected two apps and thus it is independent of other values.  

By the i.i.d. assumption, 
mG  can be expressed as:  
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Let 
m  denote the number of times that 1cF  in the m samples. Then Equation 2 is converted to  
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where )|1Pr( 00 HFc  , )|1Pr( 11 HFc  . 

Then, the SHT for 
0H against 

1H is given by:  

• )(0 mam   : accept 
0H and terminate the SHT.  

• )(1mam   : accept 1H and terminate the SHT.  

• )()( 10 mama m    : continue the SHT with another observation.  

Where '  is a user-configured false positive error is rate and '  is a user-configured false negative error 

rate.  
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Once the SHT accepts 
0H or 

1H , it newly restart and repeats the above process with a new series of 

samples 

 

4. Experimental Study 

In this section, we first describe experiment environments to evaluate our proposed analysis and then 

present the experiment results. 
 

4.1. Experiment Environments 

We performed our experiments in Santoku virtual machine installed on iMac computer. The reason why 

we adopt virtual machine for experiments is to prevent app reuse analysis task from affecting the host 

machine. We also used the Android malware data set collected in [1]. More specifically, as shown in Table 1, 

we employed 6 malicious app groups gathered by Arp et al. [1] and 1 official app group from google play 

store and 1 unofficial app group from third-party market. We set the number of apps in a group to 100. Even 

though we apply our proposed analysis to these eight app groups, there is no limitation on target apps to 

which it is applied. In other words, it works regardless of whether apps are already classified as malicious or 

not. Rather, it can be applied to any arbitrary groups of apps. 
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Table 1. Android application group in data set 

 Label Android app group 

 Google Android apps collected from official google market. 

 Third Android apps collected from unofficial third-party market. 

 BaseB BaseBridge malicious app group. 

 DroidK DroidKungFu malicious app group. 

 FakeI FakeInstaller malicious app group. 

 GinM GingerMaster malicious app group. 

 Icon Iconosys malicious app group. 

 Opfake Opfake malicious app group. 

  

Table 2. Analysis evaluation metrics. 

 Average Number of Samples Average number of samples needed for the SHT to reach a decision. 

 SHT Decision Fraction Fraction of 0H  and 1H  decisions made by the SHT. 

 

We also configure .3.0,15.0* E In terms of the SHT configurations, we set 01.0''   . We also 

configure .9.0,1.0 10   Given 50 samples for each app group such that a sample is defined as the fraction 

of the equal portions between two randomly selected apps’ dex bytes to the entire dex bytes, the sequential 

hypothesis testing(SHT) initiates and restarts itself each time it reaches a decision. We repeat this process 

100 times and present an average of the 100 executions in the following section. 

 

4.2. Experiment Results 

We present the evaluation results of our SHT-based analysis using the metrics defined in Table 2. 

In terms of average number of samples, when ,15.0* E our SHT-based analysis technique on an average 

makes a decision with at most 5 samples in all app groups. When ,3.0* E it requires on an average at 

most 5.5 samples to reach a decision in all app groups except FakeInstaller malicious app group, in which it 

demands 9 samples to reach a 1H decision on an average. This means that our SHT-based analysis quickly 

determines whether app groups take in reused components.  

When ,15.0* E the SHT decision fractions are shown in Figure 1. We observe that all SHT decisions 

in BaseBridge, FakeInstaller, Iconosys, and Opfake malicious app groups are 
1H . This indicates that the 

probability of app reuse in these malicious app groups is 1. Putting it in different way, Android malwares 

belonging to these four groups share at least 15% of the entire codes with other malwares in the same group. 

We also see that 84% and 96% of SHT decisions in DroidKungFu and GingerMaster malicious app groups 

are 
1H , respectively. This signals that the proportion of reused components in DroidKungFu (resp. 

GingerMaster) malicious app group is at least 15% with probability 0.84 (resp. 0.96), respectively. On the 

other hand, we observe that 100% of SHT decisions in both Google and Third-party group is .0H This 

signifies that the cloned fractions of Android apps in these groups are less than 15%. 
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 Figure 2 shows the SHT decision fractions when .3.0* E We clearly see that the fractions of 1H   

decision in all app groups are smaller than the ones in case of .15.0* E  

 

Figure 1:  Fraction of SHT decisions ( 0H , 1H ) in seven app groups when .15.0* E  

 

Figure 2:  Fraction of SHT decisions ( 0H , 1H ) in seven app groups when .3.0* E  

In particular, all decisions are 0H in Google, Third-party, DroidKungFu, GingerMaster, and Iconosys 

app groups, meaning that the reused fractions of Android apps in these groups are less than 30%. On the 

other hand, the fractions of 1H  decision in BaseBridge and FakeInstaller malicious app groups are still at 

least 92%. From this observation, it is asserted with at least probability 0.92 that Android malwares in 
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BaseBridge and FakeInstaller groups are generated with reused components, whose fraction is at least 30% 

of the whole codes. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed Android app reuse analysis technique based on the sequential hypothesis 

testing. By taking advantage of the fast decision property in the sequential hypothesis testing, we quickly 

determine whether a given app group contains apps with reused components. In particular, we demonstrate 

that Android malwares tend to be spawned through app reuse by applying our proposed analysis technique to 

real Android app groups consisting of six malicious groups and one official google group and one unofficial 

third-party group.  
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